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Westward	signal,	
single	head	

Eastward	train	
climbing	on	the	
le5	of	two	
main	tracks	

Eastward	signal,	two	heads	

Number	plate,	“731”	

Signal	bridge,	
“C&NW	style”	

Robert	H.	Milner	photo	



First	District,	Los	Angeles	Division,	Atchison,	Topeka	&	Santa	Fe	Ry.	

Map	by	John	Signor,	from	Cajon,	Rail	Passage	to	the	Pacific	by	Chard	Walker		

Sullivan’s	Curve	

Flyover	



HO	scale,	approximately	40	x	40	feet	
	



My	“big	three”	goals	in	signal	modeling	

•	Signals	will	funcUon	prototypically	and	contribute	
to	realisUc	layout	operaUons.	
	
•	Signals	will	be	accurate	models	of	their	prototypes,	
as	much	as	any	locomoUve	or	freight	car.	
	
•	Signal	locaUons	will	conform	to	the	placement	of	
the	prototype	signals	in	relaUon	to	the	modeled	
tracks.			
	



Sources	

•	Photographs	–	show	signal	types	and	details.	
	

•	Employee	Umetable	–	idenUfies	basic	signal	system	
in	use	and	states	local	rule	modificaUons.	
	

•	Track	charts	–	specify	signal	locaUons	relaUve	to	
track	layout	and	mileposts.	

•	RecollecUons	of	reUred	railroaders	–	verify	or	
correct	conclusions	drawn	from	other	research.	

•	OperaUng	rule	book	–	shows	signal	aspects	and	
indicaUons	in	use	in	period	modeled.	
	



RULES	AND	REGULATIONS		
of	the	

OPERATING	DEPARTMENT	
Revised	
1927	



D-151.	Trains	must	keep	
to	the	right,	unless	
otherwise	provided.	





AutomaUc	
block	
system	

Double	track	



Trains	will	keep	to	le5	between	San	Bernardino	
and	overhead	bridge	aA-40-X,	between	Thorn	
and	Victorville.	



Bridge	aA-40-X	between	Thorn	and	Victorville	

Westward	main	line	

Eastward	main	line	

Second	23,	December	1,	1951.	Robert	Hale	photo	
	

Bridge	



Trains	will	keep	to	le5	between	San	Bernardino	
and	overhead	bridge	aA-40-X,	between	Thorn	
and	Victorville.	

		



D-152.	On	porUons	of	the	
railroad	so	specified	in	
the	Ume-table,	trains	will	
be	run	with	the	current	of	
traffic	by	block	signals,	
whose	indicaUons	will	
supersede	Ume-table	
superiority.	



From	“Santa	Fe	SenUnels,”	by	Bruce	Hellman,	Trains	magazine	



Rule	701,	Stop	Signal.	
This	aspect,	without	a	

number	plate,	is	an	
“absolute	signal.”	

IllustraUon	shows	
purple	light	in	dwarf	

signal	for	“stop”	
indicaUon.	



Special	instrucUon	25.		Rules	10(f)	
and	701:	Red	lights	will	be	used	in	
dwarf	signals	to	indicate	“Stop.”	



Rule	702,	Stop	and	
Proceed	Signal.	

The	number	plate	
makes	this	a	

“permissive	signal.”	
	

IndicaUon:	Stop–Then	proceed	in	
accordance	with	rule	830.	



830.	When	a	train	is	stopped	by	a	stop	and	
proceed	signal	it	may:	
(b)	On	two	or	more	tracks	proceed	at	once	
at	restricted	speed.	



RESTRICTED	SPEED	–	
Proceed	prepared	to	
stop	short	of	train,	

obstrucUon,	or	
anything	that	may	

require	the	speed	of	a	
train	to	be	reduced.	



Rule	703,	
Restricted	Speed	
Signal.	Although	
the	number	plate	
is	sUll	called	out,	it	
is	not	significant	
for	the	indicaUon	

of	this	signal	
aspect.	



Rule	703	A,	Medium	
Speed	Signal.	Inserted	

between	restricted	
speed	signal	and	clear	
signal	to	provide	two-
block	protecUon	in	a	
special	circumstance.		

IndicaUon:	Proceed	–	
Approach	next	signal	

prepared	to	proceed	at	
restricted	speed.	



Rule	704,	clear	
signal.	Indicates	that	

there	are	at	least	
two	clear	blocks	
ahead,	with	rails	

intact	and	turnouts	
lined	for	the	main	

track.	



On	eastward	track,	automaUc	signals	are	
three-posiUon,	indicaUng	“Proceed,”	
“Medium	speed”	or	“Restricted	speed”	
from	Signal	782	east	of	Highland	JuncUon	
to	Signal	572-A,	west	of	Summit,	inclusive.			



“.	.	.	from	Signal	
782	east	of	
Highland	

JuncUon	to	
Signal	572A,	

west	of	Summit,	
inclusive.”		

X	Cant.	Sig.	782	

X	
Signal	572A	



CanUlever	signal	636	over	the	eastward	track	
below	Cajon.	Two	heads	let	it	display	a	yellow-

over-yellow	“Medium	Speed”	indicaUon.	
Joseph	J.	Lynch	photo	



“Right	and	above”	locaUon	of	signals	with	regard	to	
the	governed	track,	from	Mike	Burgel’s	arUcle,	

“Where	to	place	trackside	signals,”	in	How	To	Build	
Realis;c	Layouts,	Model	the	Trackside	Scene,	

illustraUng	the	rule	that	applied	unUl	March	1985. 



Signal	632A,	above	Cajon	where	the	
eastward	and	westward	tracks	are	on	
separate	grades.	David	P.	Morgan	Library	photo	



Signal	632A	has	two	heads	
on	a	mast.	Also	noUce	the	
orientaUon	of	the	ladder	
and	the	relay	case.	



Signal	564	below	Summit,	with	one	head	
displaying	red,	yellow,	and	green	aspects.	

Walter	H.	Thrall	photo	



Signal	564,	ladder	on	
front	side	of	mast.	

Jim	Scribbins	photo	



Signal	601	on	westward	track	near	Highway	138	
grade	crossing,	with	type	R-2	three-light	head	on	the	
mast	of	a	former	semaphore.	David	P.	Morgan	Library	photo	



CanUlever	signal	631,	
governing	westward	
main	track	at	lower	
end	of	Cajon,	with	type	
H-2	searchlight	head.	
Also	note	the	dwarf	or	
pot	“heading	out”	
signal.	Don	Sims	photo				

Heading-out	pot	



Upper	or	Umetable	east	end	of	Cajon,	
with	westward	train	coming	downhill.		

Heading-out	pot	signal,	
no	number	plate.	

Eastward	siding		 Robert	F.	Collins	photo	



Bridge	signals	at	Blue	Cut.		

Eastward	signal	652.		 Westward	signal	651.	

Santa	Fe	Ry.	photo	



Track	chart	page	from	Los	Angeles	Division	1951	
track	charts	published	by	the	Santa	Fe	Railway	

Historical	&	Modeling	Society.	



Cant.	Sig.	636	 Sig.	632A	





Sketch	of	layout	wiring	to	support	signaling	at	
Cajon.	Lower	or	south	rail	on	each	track	is	the	

control	rail,	and	the	north	rail	is	the	common	rail.		

Signals	 Pot	signal	 Gaps	

Feeders	



CanUlever	bridge,	signal	heads.	
Heading-out	pot.	
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This article is adapted from a clinic 
originally presented at the 2007 
SFRM&HS convention in Okla-

homa City. I built several models of these 
unique “C&NW” style A-frame signal 
bridges in brass, and will discuss the lessons 
learned in such an effort.

The Prototype
While examples of the A-frame signal 

bridges could be found in many locations 
across the Santa Fe system, I was particularly 
attracted to the signal bridges located 
on the First and Second Districts of the 
Albuquerque Division between Winslow 
and Albuquerque. 

An automatic block system was installed 
across these districts in various segments 
between 1914 and 1932. Not only was 
this one of Santa Fe’s most important lines, 
but double track was selected for some of 
Santa Fe’s earliest signalling efforts as it 
was acknowledged to substantially increase 
capacity over non-signaled double track 
by eliminating the 10-minute spacing rule 
(Rule 91) and in its place substitute Rule 
D-152 (later called D-251) where trains 

would run on signal indication.
Much of the double-track Albuquerque 

Division was left hand running due to a  
flyover bypassing a horseshoe curve on the 
Supai grade at Gleed, Arizona, between 
Crookton and Pineveta. Built during the 
double-tracking east from Seligman in 
1911-1912, this placed the eastbound traffic 
on the north side. Complicating matters 
were several north-south track grade 
separations, developed during the double-
tracking program to reduce 
gradient. These were 
located between Baca 
and Thoreau, and 
Gonzales and Perea, 
New Mexico, east of 
Gallup, and in Arizona 
between Welch and 
Supai/Sereno, in the 
difficult Johnson Canyon 
area between Williams 
and Ashfork and the 
aforementioned flyover 
between Crookton and 
Pineveta. 

Because of 

left hand running, placing the signals to 
the right in the direction of movement 
would prove to be a costly proposition. 
There were several options: construct up 
to five additional flyover arrangements; 
widen track centers at specific locations 
to accommodate ground signals (or grade 
a consistently wider right of way with 

A Santa Fe icon of the Southwest. The signal bridge at Mile Post 111, between Bluewater and West Baca, New Mexico, on the First District of the 
Albuquerque Division, is silhouetted against threatening skies during the summer “monsoon” season of 1983. -Tom Green

Modeling an ATSF “C&NW” style
A-frame signal bridge in HO scale

By Tom Green

Completed pilot model of a CNW 
style A-frame signal bridge by Tom 
Green.

ArUcle	by	
Tom	Green	from	
Second	Quarter	
2008	SFRH&MS	
Warbonnet	
mazgazine.	



Chicago	&	NorthWestern	freight	in	Milwaukee,	
circa	1930s.	David	P.	Morgan	Library	collecFon.	
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for over 70 years, and thousands upon 
thousands of trains passed through their 
latticed metal portals, from the red ball 
freight trains and heavyweight limiteds of 
the 'twenties, to the Super Chiefs, GFXs and 
the Super C to the Super Fleet trains that 
closed out the Santa Fe era on what is now 
known as the “BNSF Transcon.”

Sadly they are gone now. The signal 
bridges on the First District were removed 
by the Santa Fe itself during the 1983-84 
reverse-CTC/TCS installation between 

Defiance and Belen, and those of the 
Second District by 2001 under BNSF. But 
that’s why we model! Since no model of the 
prototype CNW-style bridge was available, 
I was determined to construct some of my 
own in HO scale. 

Planning the Model

In an effort to build a pilot model, I 
selected a prototype, which I photographed 
in August 1983 located at Mile Post 111.2 on 
the First District near Baca, New Mexico. 

First I obtained the ATSF “C&NW” 
type full bridge plan from Russell Crump. 
Then I used a proportional divider to scale 
the pictures into a drawing, calibrated from 
a known measurement (the standardized 
target face) on both the plans and the 
photos. With the calibration set on the tool, 
it was then applied to create a new drawing 
based on comparison of the original plans 
(reduced to scale by photocopier) and the 
reference photos of the signal bridge. Right 
away I saw some differences. 

Plan for signal bridge dated 1915 fitted with T-2 upper quadrant semaphores. Note illuminated number board. -Keith Jordan collection
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to use standard shapes of stock brass, and 
not spend the effort to size them exactly 
to scale. K&S Special Shapes L-angles, 
C-channels and I-beams are very close 
approximations to the prototype. (See parts 
list for specific shapes needed). 

A note about tools

Determine the proper tools to do the 
job, and understand that some investment 
in better tools will work to your advantage. 

1112

#05017, C-Channel 
(faces inward; flat side out)

(4) #05022 or 05026
Flat Bar (cross-members)(4) #05003,  Brass Angle

        • flat side up
        • angle inward

(4) #05020
       Flat Bar

(10) #05001 Angle
           (On deck)

* All cross braces
  Flat side face up;
  angle faces inward 
  on horizontal braces

#05019
Ladder, Flat Bar

(4)* #05001
         Angle

(4)* #05001
         Angle

(4)* #05003
        Angle (horizontal)
        braces

(2)* #05003
         Angle

(2) #05013  
        I-Beam

(4) #05017
       C-Channel (2) #05026

        Flat Bar
#1251 1/16 x .014 
Brass Tube

#1596 .020 wire 
(all handrails)

(4) #05003 Angle
       flat side down
       angle outwards(4) #05022 or 

        05026 Flat Bar 
        cross-members

K&S Special Shapes Co.
Stock # 05001 A-1  1/32" x 1/32" Brass Angle (2 bags)
Stock # 05003 A-2  1/16" x 1/16" Brass Angle (2 bags)
Stock # 05013 B-4-2  1/8" x 1/16" Brass I-Beam (1 bag)
Stock # 05017 C-4-2  1/8" x 1/16" Brass C-Channel (2 bags)
Stock # 05026 F-1-4  1/32” 1/8” Brass Flat Bar (2 bags)
Stock # 1596  .020 Brass wire stock (for handrails)
Stock # 05019  F-1x-1 1/64" 1/32" Brass Flat Bar 
 (optional for ladder)
Stock # 05020  F-1x-2 1/64" 1/16" Brass Flat Bar (see drawing)
Stock # 05022  F-1x-4 1/64" 1/8" Brass Flat Bar 
 (optional for deck cross-member)
Stock # 05010 H-4  1/8" Brass H-column (1 bag) optional

Parts List  for  ATSF “C&NW” Type Signal Bridge

Various Manufactures
1/16" x .014 brass tube (for signal mast)
Diamond pattern brass “sheet” stock (for deck)

Signal Head Sources
N&G Railway Signal Co. (not commercially 
available)
Class 5 SP Searchlight Signal (plastic and brass)
Tomar Industries (plastic and brass)
Century Foundry (white metal and brass)
Suncoast Models (white metal and brass)

Required Tools
2 Needle nose pliers (one for, and one not for 
soldering)
Micromark #82147  Xacto ‘mini’ square  
Micromark #60513 Flush cutting ‘Rail Nipper’
Flat and Square miniature files
Micromark #83516 Therma-Boost Dual 
wattage Soldering Iron 
Silver Solder and Flux (Tix or equiv)
Micromark #10116 HO scale ruler (or NMRA ) 
Dremel Tool with cutoff wheel
Assorted small drills (61-80) and pin-vise

Recommended Tools
Micromark #14129 Proportional divider  
Micromark #83261 Thin Beam Square
Resistance soldering unit w/hand piece or 
tweezers (American Beauty or equiv.)
NWSL micro sanding wands 
(240, 400 and 600 grit)
#1-72 screws, washers, bolts - and die and 
tapping fixtures

I recommend a variety of small files, 
cutters, sanding wands and several needle 
nose pliers. A Micromark or Xuron flush 
nipper tool is a big plus to cut all the shapes 
quickly, especially the flat bar and angle 
stock. There is a lot of merit to investing 
in an electric resistance-soldering unit, but 
these are expensive. You will still need a 
standard soldering iron to “tin” all parts. I 
used Tix silver solder and acid flux for all 
bonding. Miniature squares sold by either 

Micromark or Xacto, and an HO scale 
ruler or a caliper are handy to have.

Details
Once the deck is in place, you have a 

basic structure that is universal to almost 
all the C&NW style A-frame signal bridges 
used on these two districts, except for 
possible width variations. Now you have 
to consider the signal heads, number and 
length of masts used to support the heads, 



Custom	searchlight	signals	from	N&G	Signal	Co.	

Signals	572A	through	632A.	 Signal	564.	



	El	Capitan	eastbound	at	Summit.		

Robert	Hale	photo	

TRAIN	sign	 Signal	561	

Signal	562	 Heading-out	pot	



Rule	707,	Train	
Sign	–	Where	train	
signs	are	used	.	.	.	
they	exhibit	the	
word	“TRAIN”	
when	train	is	
approaching.	
When	no	train	is	
approaching	this	
word	is	concealed.	





Signal	556	

Summit	ca.	1950,	David	P.	Morgan	Library	photo	



Signal	553	

Train	23	passes	a	UP	freight	at	Summit,	late	1940s.	
	Malcolm	Gaddis	photo	



Heading-out	pot	Heading-out	pots	

Westward	signals	 Eastward	signals	



Signal	561	(N&G)	and	TRAIN	sign	(David	Haines).	

A	GFX	train	
arrives	at	
Summit.	



Thanks	for	your	alenUon,	and	I’ll	
be	happy	to	answer	quesUons.	

CanUlever	Signals	741	and	742	in	1951.	Don	Sims	photo		


